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0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we shall study nonperiodic connected components of the
stable AuslanderReiten quiver of a reduced enveloping algebra u(L, /)
associated to a restricted Lie algebra (L, [ p]). According to earlier results
(cf. [13, 15]) the tree classes of these AR-components are either Euclidean
diagrams, or the infinite Dynkin diagrams A , D , A . In the context of
finite groups, K. Erdmann has recently shown that the latter two trees can-
not occur for wild blocks (cf. [12]). As demonstrated in [13, 19], a similar
result holds for the restricted enveloping algebra u(L) :=u(L, 0) in case the
underlying Lie algebra L is nilpotent and of characteristic p3. Here
neither tame blocks nor components of tree class A or D exist. For
p=2 the restricted enveloping algebra of the 2-unipotent Heisenberg
algebra possesses components of tree class A . Presently, no Lie algebra
admitting components of tree class D is known, and recent work [20]
suggests that such components will be rather exceptional.
In default of a general block theory for enveloping algebras one is led to
either employ geometric techniques (cf. [20]) or to focus on those cases,
where the block structure of u(L, /) is governed by well-understood
‘‘linkage principles’’ (cf. [13, 18, 19]). The former are most effective for Lie
algebras of algebraic groups, while the latter for instance play a ro^le in the
AR-theory of supersolvable Lie algebras.
Our paper can roughly be divided into two parts. The purpose of
Sections 1 through 3 is to furnish basic properties of components of infinite
Dynkin type. By using a modification of a recognition criterion due to
Erdmann [12], in Section 2 we provide general results pertaining to the
aforementioned components. Components of tree class A are discussed in
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Section 3. In particular, we show that such a component contains at most
one module of length 2.
The second part of this paper combines these results with geometric
techniques in case L=Lie(G) is the Lie algebra of an algebraic group G.
In this setting the adjoint representation Ad: G  GL(L) induces for every
linear form / # L* an action of its stabilizer G/ on the set of stable
AuslanderReiten components of u(L, /). Following some technical
preparations, in Section 5 we turn to the study of AR-components of
restricted enveloping algebras for Lie algebras of reductive groups. We
focus on invariant components, i.e., those that are fixed by the above
action. In view of [17, (2.2)] these are precisely those components whose
vertices are Ad-stable in the sense that twisting of the module by the
adjoint representation yields an isomorphic module. Components of
Euclidean tree class and those containing indecomposable constituents of
rational G-modules belong to this class. Our main results, Theorems 5.2
and 5.5, show that invariant components are of type Z[A] or Z[A 12],
with the latter occurring only if SL(2) or PSL(2) is a direct factor of G. In
particular, Z[A 12] is the only component of Euclidean tree class, a result
that contrasts with the absence of such components for group algebras of
finite groups of characteristic p3 (cf. [40]). The same methods afford the
determination of those blocks of the restricted enveloping algebras of the
Lie algebras of reductive groups that possess a simple module of com-
plexity 2 (cf. (5.2)). These turn out to be full matrix algebras over blocks
of u(sl (2)), thereby providing in this context a refinement of Voigt’s work
(cf. [51]) on tame enveloping algebras. In view of the Morita equivalence
given in [26], our results continue to hold for reduced enveloping algebras
whose defining linear forms belong to the Zariski dense subset of semi-
simple elements. However, for the so-called nilpotent linear forms different
phenomena are known to occur (cf. [18, 44]).
In the final section we illustrate how recent results by Suslin et al. [49]
may be employed to study blocks of higher Frobenius kernels of reductive
groups. Although some important features of the theory no longer hold in
this context, one can still determine the Morita equivalence classes of the
tame blocks (cf. (7.1)).
1. PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this preparatory section is to modify various ideas of
[12] to obtain information concerning modules belonging to components
of tree classes A , D and D n .
Let 4 be a Frobenius algebra, defined over a field F, with Nakayama
automorphism +: 4  4. Given a 4-module M and an automorphism
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# # Aut(4), we let M (#) be the module with underlying vector space M and
action
a } m :=#&1(a) m \a # 4, m # M.
For i # Z, we put M (i ) :=M (+i ). Recall that the stable AuslanderReiten
quiver 1s (4) has the isomorphism types [M] of nonprojective indecom-
posable 4-modules as its vertices. By general theory (cf. [3, p. 138]) the
AuslanderReiten translation { of 1s (4) is given by
{([M])=024 ([M
(1)]) \[M] # 1s (4).
Here 04 denotes the Heller operator. Barring possible ambiguities we shall
write 0 :=04 . The reader is referred to [2] concerning basic properties of
AR-quivers. An injective homomorphism g: M  N between two indecom-
posable 4-modules is called left properly irreducible if it is irreducible, but
not left almost split. Dually, a surjective homomorphism g: M  N is
referred to as right properly irreducible if it is irreducible, but not right
almost split. We say that a vertex [M] # 3 is located at an end of a compo-
nent 3 if [M] has exactly one predecessor in 3. To every principal
indecomposable 4-module P there corresponds a standard almost split
sequence
(0)  Rad(P)  H(P)P  PSoc(P)  (0),
where H(P) :=Rad(P)Soc(P) is the heart of P. The standard sequence is
the only almost split sequence involving P.
The following result slightly modifies a very useful criterion by Erdmann
(cf. [12, (1.5)]). We formulate it for Frobenius algebras with Nakayama
automorphism of finite order. All finite-dimensional Hopf algebras are
known to enjoy this property (see [23]).
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that ord(+)=r<, and let g: B  C be a
right properly irreducible homomorphism between two nonprojective indecom-
posable modules such that [C] belongs to a component of 1s (4) of tree class
A , D or D n . If V is a 4-module such that there exists a projective module
P with 02(V )P$V, then one of the following statements holds:
(1) There is an embedding ker g/V (i0) for some i0 # [0, ..., r&1].
(2) Every map ,: ker g  0&1(V ) (i ) which does not factor through a
projective module is a monomorphism 0ir&1.
Proof. Put A :=ker g, and consider the short exact sequence
(0)  A f B g C  (0)
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of indecomposable 4-modules. We set W :=r&1i=0 V
(i ) and note that there
exists a projective module Q such that {(W )Q$W. According to [14,
(3.2)] the function
dW : 3  N0 ; dW ([X])=dimF Ext14(X, W)
is additive. Moreover, we have dW b {=dW . If [C] was located at an end
of 3, then the middle term of the almost split sequence terminating in C
would have a projective summand P. Thus C$PSoc(P) and B$H(P),
contradicting the surjectivity of g. Hence [C] is not located at an end of
3. Suppose [B] to be located at an end. Then 3 has tree class D or D n ,
and [C] is the only successor of [B]. Since g is surjective, we conclude
that the middle term of the almost split sequence originating in [B] has a
projective summand P. Consequently, B$Rad(P) and the set of successors
of [B] in 1s (4) is given by the indecomposable constituents of H(P). In
particular, H(P) is indecomposable and the original sequence coincides
with
(0)  Soc(P)  Rad(P) g H(P)  (0).
As a result, (2) holds in this case. We may therefore assume that [B] is not
located at an end of 3. It thus follows from [2, (VII.3.4)] and [3, (4.6.3)]
that
dW ([B])=dW ([C]).
Suppose that (1) fails. Given i # [0, ..., r&1], we obtain from [2, (V.5.7)]
that the map
Hom4(B, V (i ))  Hom4(A, V (i ))
is surjective. There thus results an exact sequence
(0)  Ext14(C, V
(i )) ww
g*V (i) Ext14(B, V
(i )) ww
f*V (i) Ext14(A, V
(i )).
Additivity of Ext14 gives rise to an exact sequence
(0)  Ext14(C, W ) ww
g*W Ext14(B, W ) ww
f*W Ext14(A, W).
Since dW ([B])=dW ([C]), the map g*W is an isomorphism, so that f *W=0.
Consequently, f *V (i) is the zero map 0ir&1.
Let ,: A  0&1(V ) (i ) be a map that does not factor through a projective
module. Then the class [,] # Ext14(A, V
(i )) is non-zero. If , is not a
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monomorphism, then [2, (V.5.7)] provides a homomorphism h : B 
0&1(V (i )) with ,=h b f. Consequently,
[,]=[h b f ]= f *V (i) ([h])=0,
a contradiction. K
For future reference we also record the dual version of (1.1):
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that ord(+)=r<, and let g: C  B be a left
properly irreducible homomorphism between two nonprojective indecom-
posable modules such that [C] belongs to a component of 1s (4) of tree class
A , D or D n . If V is a 4-module such that 0
&2(V )P$V for some
projective module P, then one of the following statements holds:
(1) There is a surjection V (i0)  coker g for some i0 # [0, ..., r&1].
(2) Every map ,: 0(V )(i )  coker g which does not factor through a
projective module is an epimorphism 0ir&1. K
Throughout the remainder of the paper (L, [ p]) is assumed to be a finite
dimensional restricted Lie algebra, defined over an algebraically closed field
F of characteristic p>0. We fix a linear form / # L* and consider the stable
AuslanderReiten quiver 1s (L, /) of the reduced enveloping algebra
u(L, /). By definition, the algebra u(L, /) is obtained from the ordinary
enveloping algebra U (L) by factoring out the ideal generated by
[x p&x[ p]&/(x) p 1 ; x # L].
We recall that the Nakayama automorphism + of u(L, /) is determined by
+(x)=x&tr(ad x) 1 \x # L.
In particular, + has finite order r # [1, p] (cf. [21, p. 158]).
Given a finite dimensional u(L, /)-module M, the affine variety
VL(M ) :=[x # L ; x[ p]=0 and M |u(Fx, /|Fx) is not projective ] _ [0]
is the cohomological support variety of M (cf. [26, p. 1083]). The dimension
of VL(M ) is known to coincide with the complexity cu(L, /)(M ). By defini-
tion, the latter is the growth of a minimal projective resolution of M. Thus,
cu(L, /)(M )=min[c # N0 ; _*>0 with dimF 0n(M)* nc&1 \n1].
The reader is referred to [25, 26] regarding basic properties of support
varieties.
Suppose that K/L is a p-subalgebra that operates nilpotently on L via
the adjoint representation. Given an indecomposable u(L, /)-module A, a
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classical result due to Zassenhaus (cf. [48, (I.4.4)]) asserts that there exists
a map ’: K  F such that ’(x) is the only eigenvalue of x on A. This func-
tion is customarily referred to as the eigenvalue function of A relative to K.
Given a p-subalgebra K/L and an algebra homomorphism *: u(K, /|K) 
F, we denote by F* the corresponding one-dimensional u(K, /|K)-module.
Note that the eigenvalue function ’ relative to an abelian p-subalgebra
K/L extends in a unique fashion to a homomorphism ’: u(K, /|K)  F of
F-algebras.
Recall that a p-subalgebra T/L is called a torus if the p-map is injective
on T. Tori are known to be abelian. Given a p-subalgebra K/L and a
u(L, /)-module M, we will occasionally write M |u(K, /|K ) for the restriction
of M to u(K, /|K).
We will require the following subsidiary result:
Lemma 1.3. Let T/C(L) be a central torus. Let A be a nonprojective
indecomposable u(L, /)-module, x # VL(A)"[0]. If ’ is the eigenvalue func-
tion of A relative to the p-subalgebra Kx :=TFx, then the module
Mx(T, ’) :=u(L, /) u(Kx , /|Kx)
F’ has the following properties:
(1) VL(Mx(T, ’))=Fx.
(2) Ext1u(L, /)(Mx(T, ’), A){(0){Ext
1
u(L, /)(A, Mx(T, ’)).
(3) Mx(T, ’) (1)$Mx(T, ’).
Proof. (1), (2). Since the module Mx(T, ’) is (u(L, /): u(Fx, /|Fx))-
projective, an application of [16, (3.4)] yields VL(Mx(T, ’))=
VFx(Mx(T, ’))/Fx.
According to [15, (4.3)] the block B’ /u(Kx , /| Kx) belonging to F’ is a
Nakayama algebra. Furthermore, [16, (2.6)] guarantees that B’ is primary
and that its principal indecomposable module has dimension p. Since F’ is
the only u(Kx , /|Kx)-composition factor of A, this readily implies that
A|u(K, /|K ) $
p
i=1
n iXi (’),
where Xi (’) is the unique indecomposable B’-module of dimension i and
with top F’ . Consequently,
0u(Kx , /|Kx)
(Xi (’))$Xp&i (’)$0&1u(Kx, /|Kx)
(Xi (’)) 1ip&1,
so that, observing the fact that A is not u(Kx , /|Kx)-projective, we obtain
dimF Ext1u(L, /) (Mx(T, ’), A)=dimF Ext
1
u(Kx, /|Kx
)(F’ , A)= :
p&1
i=1
n i {0.
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This verifies the first part of (2) and also shows that Mx(T, ’) is not a pro-
jective u(L, /)-module. Thus, VL(Mx(T, ’)){[0], so that (1) holds.
According to [21, p. 158f] (u(L, /): u(Kx , /|Kx)) is a Frobenius extension
of first kind. Thus, by general properties of Frobenius Extensions
(cf. [39, p. 96f]),
Mx(T, ’)$Homu(Kx , /|Kx)
(u(L, /), F’),
and Frobenius reciprocity yields
Ext1u(L, /)(A, Mx(T, ’))$Ext
1
u(Kx , /|Kx
)(A, F’).
Consequently, the foregoing arguments ensure that the latter space has
dimension  p&1i=1 ni .
(3) As +|u(Kx , /|Kx)
=idu(Kx , /|Kx)
the map
 : Mx(T, ’)  Mx(T, ’) ; (a1)=+(a)1
is readily seen to induce an isomorphism Mx(T, ’)$Mx(T, ’) (1). K
2. COMPONENTS OF TREE CLASSES A , D , AND D n
In this section, we employ the criteria of 91 in order to provide sub-
sidiary results concerning kernels and cokernels of properly irreducible
homomorphisms of components of tree classes A , D, and D n . Recall
that a vertex [M] of 1s(L, /) is said to be located at an end of a compo-
nent 3 if [M] has exactly one predecessor in 1s(L, /). The following result
was inspired by [13, Thm. 3].
Proposition 2.1. Let g : B  C be a right properly irreducible homo-
morphism between two nonprojective indecomposable modules such that [C]
belongs to a component of 1s(L, /) of tree class A , D or D n . Then either
ker g is located at an end of an infinite periodic component, or there exists
a principal indecomposable u(L, /)-module P such that B$Rad(P) is located
at an end of 3 and H(P)$C is indecomposable.
Proof. We consider the exact sequence
(0)  A f B g C  (0).
Since this sequence does not split, A is not projective and owing to [26,
(6.2)] there exists x # VL(A)"[0]. Let
P1  P0  Mx  (0), and (0)  Mx  E0  E1
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be the initial terms of a minimal projective and minimal injective resolution
of the module Mx :=u(L, /) u(Fx, /|Fx) F/ , respectively. We put
l :=max[dimF Pi , dimF Ei ; 0i1]
and proceed as in [13, Thm. 3].
According to (1.3) Mx is a periodic module, and [15, (2.5)] implies that
there are projective u(L, /)-modules P and Q such that
02(Mx)P$Mx $0&2(Mx)Q.
Let k0. Since 0k defines a stable equivalence, it follows from [2, (X.1.3)]
that 0k (g) is irreducible and thereby either injective or surjective. If
0k (g): 0k (B)  0k (C) is surjective, then there exists an exact sequence
(0)  0k (A) ww0
k( f ) 0 k (B) ww0
k(g) 0k (C)  (0).
If this sequence is almost split, then [2, (X.1.6)] provides a principal
indecomposable module P and maps u: A  P and v: P  C such that
(0)  A w
(fu) BP ww(g, v) C  (0)
is almost split. In particular, C$PSoc(P) and B is a direct summand of
H(P), contradicting the surjectivity of g. Consequently, 0k (g) is right
properly irreducible.
Directly from the definition we obtain VL(0k (A))=VL(A), so that (1.3)
yields
Ext1u(L, /)(0
k (A), Mx){(0).
We may now apply (1.1) to see that
dimF 0k (A)l.
If 0k (g): 0k (B)  0k (C) is injective, then general theory provides an exact
sequence
(0)  0k (B) ww0
k(g) 0k (C)  0k&1(A)  (0).
Suppose first that there exists k>0 such that 0k (g) is left almost split.
According to [2, (X.1.3)] there exists a projective module P and a map
h: B  P such that
(0)  B w
(gh) CP  {&1(B)  (0)
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is the almost split sequence originating in B. Since g is surjective, it follows
that P{(0) is a principal indecomposable module and that B$Rad(P),
C$H(P). In particular, B is located at an end of 3.
Alternatively, 0k (g) is left properly irreducible whenever 0k (g) is
injective. Owing to (1.3) we have Ext1u(L, /)(Mx , 0
k&1(A)){(0). Thus,
(1.2) now shows that there either is a surjection Mx  0k&1(A), so
that dimF 0k (A)dimF P0 , or a surjection 0(Mx)  0k&1(A), whence
dimF 0k (A)dimF P1 . As a result, the sequence (dimF 0n(A))n0 is
bounded in this case and cu(L, /)(A)=1. According to [4, (3.4)] this entails
the periodicity of A. Suppose A to be simple. Then [15, (3.2)] implies that
the block B containing A is a Nakayama algebra, a contradiction. By the
main theorem of [36] it now follows that A has exactly one successor and
is thereby located at an end of a periodic component. If the tree class of the
component 9 containing [A] is a Dynkin diagram, then [2, (VI.1.4)]
implies that B is of finite representation type, a contradiction. Conse-
quently, 9 has tree class A . K
The dual result reads as follows:
Proposition 2.2. Let g: C  B be a left properly irreducible homo-
morphism between two indecomposable modules such that [C] belongs to
a component of tree class A , D or D n . Then either coker g is located
at an end of an infinite periodic component or there exists a principal
indecomposable u(L, /)-module P such that B$PSoc(P) is located at an
end of 3 and H(P)$C is indecomposable. K
Remark. The foregoing results actually characterize components of tree
class A and D in the sense they are precisely the nonperiodic, regular
components admitting a properly irreducible homomorphism with periodic
kernel or cokernel.
We continue by studying periodic kernels and cokernels of irreducible
homomorphisms of components of tree classes D or A .
Lemma 2.3. Let 3/1s(L, /) be a component of tree class A , D , and
let g: B  C be a right properly irreducible map with periodic kernel A. Then
one of the following statements holds:
(1) There exists an embedding A/0(A) (i0) for some i0 #
[0, ..., r&1].
(2) dimF Ext2u(L, /)(A, A)=1.
Proof. We assume property (1) to fail and verify (2). According to [15,
(2.2)] the group Ext2u(L, /)(A, A) does not vanish. Let JA be the radical of
the local algebra Endu(L, /)(A). From [15, (2.5)] we obtain 02(A)$A, so
that (1.1) applies to V :=01(A)$0&1(A). Accordingly, every non-zero
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element  # Ext2u(L, /)(A, A) is defined by a monomorphism ,: A  A.
Hence the natural map
Ext2u(L, /)(A, A)  Endu(L, /)(A)JA
is injective, so that dimF Ext2u(L, /)(A, A)=1. K
We record the dual result:
Lemma 2.4. Let 3/1s(L, /) be a component of tree class A , D , and
let g : C  B be a left properly irreducible map with periodic cokernel A.
Then one of the following statements holds:
(1) There exists a surjection 0(A)(i0)  A for some i0 # [0, ..., r&1].
(2) dimF Ext2u(L, /)(A, A)=1.
The proof of the following result is essentially contained in [13, (3.3)].
We reproduce it for the sake of completeness. A homomorphism is called
properly irreducible if it is left properly irreducible or right properly
irreducible.
Lemma 2.5. Let 3/1s (L, /) be a component of tree class A , D .
Then there exist vertices [B], [C] # 3 _ 0&1(3 ) and a properly irreducible
map  : B  C such that
(a)  and 0&1() are injective, or
(b)  and 0&1() are surjective.
Proof. We first consider the case where 3 has tree class A . Let
[C] # 3 be a vertex of minimal dimension. Then every irreducible map ter-
minating in C is surjective, while every irreducible map originating in C is
injective. In particular, the middle term of the almost split sequence
originating in C has no projective summand.
Let f : B  C be an irreducible map. Then {&1( f ) is ‘‘parallel’’ to a map
originating in C. Thus {&1( f ), and thereby 0&2( f ), is injective. Since 0&1
is a stable equivalence, 0&1( f ) is irreducible and thereby either surjective
or injective. We may now set  :=f if 0&1( f ) is surjective and
 :=0&1( f ) in case 0&1( f ) is injective.
Now suppose that 3$Z[D]. Since 3 contains at most finitely many
projective meshes, there exits n02 such that no module of quasilength
n0 belongs to a projective mesh. Suppose the Lemma fails. Pick an
irreducible map f : A  B with quasilength ql (A)n0 and ql (B)=
ql (A)+1, i.e., an arrow pointing toward infinity. Since the Lemma fails,
either {n( f ) is surjective for every n # Z or {n( f ) is injective for every n # Z.
By the same token, passage to 0(3 ) allows us to assume that f is surjec-
tive. It now follows from the mesh relations that all arrows pointing toward
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infinity involving modules of quasilength n0 are surjective, a contra-
diction. K
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that 3/1s (L, /) is a component of tree class
A , D , and let A be the kernel or cokernel of a properly irreducible map
satisfying (a) or (b) of (2.5). Then A is periodic and has one of the following
properties:
(1) There exists an isomorphism 0(A)$A(k) for some k # [0, ...,
p&1], or
(2) dimF Ext2u(L, /)(A, A)=1.
Proof. Let : B  C be the properly irreducible map given in (2.5).
Without loss of generality we may assume that  and 0&1() are surjec-
tive. According to (2.1) the module A :=ker  is periodic. Suppose that (2)
does not hold. Then (2) also fails for 0(A)$0&1(A)$ker 0&1() and
(2.3) provides embeddings
A/0(A) (i0) ; 0(A)/A( j0).
As a result, both maps are isomorphisms and we have 0(A)$A(k) for
some k. K
3. REGULAR COMPONENTS OF TREE CLASS A
In this section we show that components of tree class A containing a
module of length 2 are regular. Thanks to [15, (5.4)] infinite periodic com-
ponents have this property, so it will suffice to consider nonperiodic com-
ponents. Given u(L, /)-modules M and N, we let Homu(L, /)(M, N ) denote
the space of morphisms in the stable module category of u(L, /). We also
write l (M ) for the length of M.
Lemma 3.1. Let 3/1s (L, /) be a nonperiodic component, P a principal
indecomposable u(L, /)-module. Then the following statements hold:
(1) Each {-orbit of 3 contains at most one module of length 2.
(2) If [Rad(P)] # 3, then the corresponding {-orbit does not contain
modules of length 2.
Proof. (1) Otherwise, there are indecomposable modules X, Y with
[X] # 3 and such that l (X ), l (Y )2 and 02n(X )$Y. By virtue of [18,
(3.1)] this implies that X is periodic, a contradiction.
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(2) Assume for a contradiction that there exists a u(L, /)-module M
of length l (M )2 such that [M] # 3 belongs to the {-orbit of [Rad(P)].
Then there exists n # Z with
{n(M )$Rad(P).
The assumption n=0, 1 implies l (P)3, which contradicts (1). Now sup-
pose that n2. It follows that 02(n&1)(M)$(PSoc(P)) (1&n) whence
Ext2(n&1)u(L, /) (M, M )$Homu(L, /)(0
2(n&1)(M ), M )
$Homu(L, /)((PSoc(P)) (1&n), M ).
We set Q :=P(1&n) for notational convenience. Since l (Q)3, we obtain
Homu(L, /)(Q, M)$Homu(L, /)(QSoc(Q), M ),
with the left-hand space having dimension 2. If its dimension equals 2,
then Q is the projective cover of M and there exists a surjective map
?: Q  M.
Let #: QSoc(Q)  M be a map such that im #/Rad(M). By composing
# with the canonical projection Q  QSoc(Q) we obtain a map |: Q  M
with im |/Rad(M ). Since Q is projective, there exists a map :: Q  Q
such that ? b :=|. Consequently,
?(:(Q))=|(Q)/Rad(M ),
and we have :(Q){Q, so that : is not surjective. Hence : is not injective
and thereby factors through the projection Q  QSoc(Q). Consequently,
# factors through the projective module Q.
The discussion above implies that dimF Homu(L, /)((PSoc(P)) (1&n), M )
1, and we may now apply [15, (2.1)] to conclude that M is periodic,
a contradiction.
It remains to consider the case where n<0. In that situation we have
Ext&2nu(L, /)(M, M)$Homu(L, /)(M, 0
2n(M))$Homu(L, /)(M, Rad(P) (&n)).
By dualizing the arguments of the first part, we see that the former space
has dimension 1, giving again a contradiction. K
The vertices of Z[A] of quasilength 1 are usually referred to as
quasisimple. Thus, the quasisimple modules are those located at an end of
Z[A]. According to [20, (4.1)] every simple module belonging to a com-
ponent of type Z[A] is quasisimple.
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Proposition 3.2. Let 3$Z[A] be a component of 1s (L, /). If 3
contains a vertex [M] of length 2, then the following statements hold:
(1) [M] is quasisimple.
(2) 3 is regular.
(3) [M] is the only vertex of 3 of length 2.
Proof. (1). Given [X] # 3, let .: X  M be an irreducible map. If . is
injective, then X is simple and [20, (4.1)] implies that [X] is quasisimple.
There results an almost split sequence
(0)  X  MP  {&1(X )  (0)
with P projective indecomposable or P=(0). If P{(0), then X$Rad(P),
so that P is uniserial of length 2. It readily follows that X is periodic, a con-
tradiction. Thus, P=(0) and {&1(X ) is simple, which contradicts (3.1). We
conclude that . is surjective. Dually, every irreducible morphism : M  X
is injective.
Let ql (M) denote the quasilength of M. If ql (M)2, then the mesh
relations in 3 together with [20, (4.1)] imply that there exists a principal
indecomposable u(L, /)-module P such that [H(P)]=[M]. Thus, P is
uniserial and of length 4. In view of [15, (3.1)] we may therefore write
P=U(S, X, Y, S (&1)), where the entries denote the Loewy factors of P.
From Rad(P)${(PSoc(P))$02(PSoc(P)) (1) we obtain
Ext2u(L, /)(PSoc(P), PSoc(P))$Homu(L, /)(Rad(P) (&1), PSoc(P)).
If Rad(P) (&1) is isomorphic to PSoc(P), then PSoc(P) is periodic, a con-
tradiction. Consequently, the space
Homu(L, /)(Rad(P) (&1), PSoc(P))$Homu(L, /)(M (&1), M )
has dimension 2. Since PSoc(P) is not periodic, it follows from [15,
(2.1)] that
dimF Homu(L, /)(Rad(P) (&1), PSoc(P))
=dimF Homu(L, /)(Rad(P) (&1), PSoc(P))
=dimF Homu(L, /)(M (&1), M)=2.
Consequently, M$M (1) and X$Y. The former property implies in par-
ticular that [N] [ [N (1)] restricts to an automorphism of 3 of finite
order. Since this automorphism commutes with 0, it also defines an
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automorphism of 0&1(3 ) of finite order. As 0&1(3 )$3$Z[A], it
follows that
N$N (1) \[N] # 3 _ 0&1(3 ).
In particular, S$S (&1) so that P=U(S, X, X, S).
Letting @: Rad(P)/P, and ?: P  PSoc(P) be the natural maps, we
readily see that ? b @{0. This, however, contradicts the above equality of
dimensions. Consequently, the vertex [M] is quasisimple.
(2) If 3 is not regular, then [20, (4.1)] implies that there exists a
principal indecomposable module P such that [Rad(P)] is quasisimple.
Thus, [M] and [Rad(P)] belong to the same {-orbit. This, however,
contradicts (3.1).
(3) This follows directly from (1) and (3.1). K
4. A BASIC CRITERION FOR SUMS OF p-IDEALS
In preparation for our investigation of Lie algebras of reductive groups,
we collect in this section subsidiary results on Lie algebras that are direct
sums of simple Lie algebras. The reader is referred to [46] concerning the
definition and basic properties of classical Lie algebras. In virtue of [46,
(II.6.1)], every classical Lie algebra is a direct sum of classical simple Lie
algebras. Since we shall only be concerned with restricted enveloping
algebras, we write 1s (L) for the stable AuslanderReiten quiver of u(L).
The following example will be used throughout the remainder of this paper.
Example. We consider L=sl (2) for p3. It directly follows from [13,
15] and Pollack’s work [42, Section 1] that the nonregular components of
1s (sl (2)) are isomorphic to Z[A 12]. Let B/u(sl (2)) be a nonsimple
block. Then all projective indecomposable B-modules have length 4. Since
B has two simple modules S and T, say, there are at most 2 nonregular
components. On the other hand, we have Ext1B(S, T ){(0), so that there
exists a length 2 module M with top S and socle T. It follows from the
structure of the principal indecomposable modules that M is periodic.
Hence M defines a subadditive function
dM : 1s (sl (2))  N0 ; dM ([X])=dimF Ext1u(sl (2))(0
&1(M), X )
with dM b {=dM , dM ([S])=1, dM ([T])=0. Accordingly, [S] and [T]
belong to different components, and 1s (B) possesses exactly 2 nonregular
components, 3 and 0(3 ).
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Now let M be an indecomposable module with [M]  3 _ 0(3 ). In
virtue of [14, (3.2)] the function
dM : 3 _ 0(3 )  N0 ; dM ([X])=dimF Ext1u(sl (2))(M, X )
is additive and [52, (2.4)] provides b # N such that
dimF Extnu(sl(2))(M, X)=dimF Ext
1
u(sl(2))(M, 0
1&n(X))b \[X] # 3 _ 0(3 )
for every n1. By setting X=S, T and using the long-exact sequence in
cohomology, we see that the sequence (dimF Extnu(sl (2))(M, M ))n0 is
bounded. Consequently, M is a periodic module with [M] belonging to a
component of type Z[A]({). One can also show that 3 _ 0(3 ) is the set
of vertices of 1s (B) having odd length.
By results of Fischer [22] the nonsimple blocks of u(sl (2)) all have a
basic algebra given by the following quiver
www
x1
www
y1
v wwwx2 v
www
y2
and relations x1y2= y1 x2 , y2x1=x2y1 , x1x2=0, y1y2=0, x2x1=0,
y2 y1=0.
Lemma 4.1. Let p>7 and suppose that L=K1 K2 is the direct sum of
two p-ideals such that K1 is simple. Let S be a simple u(L)-module, B/u(L)
the block of S. If dim VL(S)=2 and VK1(S){[0], then the following
statements hold:
(1) There exist simple modules S1 , S2 for u(K1) and u(K2), respec-
tively, such that S$S1 F S2 . Moreover, S2 is u(K2)-projective and
dim VK1(S1)=2.
(2) K1 $sl (2).
(3) There exists a block C/u(sl (2)) and n>0 such that B$
Matn(C). In particular, B is tame and the AuslanderReiten quiver 1s (B) is
the disjoint union of 2 components of type Z[A 12] and infinitely many
infinite 1-tubes.
Proof. (1), (2). Since u(L) is isomorphic to u(K1)F u(K2), general
theory (cf. [10, Section 10.E]) provides simple modules S1 , S2 such that
S$S1 F S2 .
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The Ku nneth formula shows that there is an isomorphism
Extevu(L)(S, S)$Ext
ev
u(K1)(S1 , S1)F Ext
ev
u(K2)(S2 , S2)
of graded algebras. Consequently, the center Z(S) of the even Yoneda
algebra Extevu(L)(S, S) is isomorphic to Z(S1)F Z(S2). We may now
apply [8, (2.3)], which, according to the proof of [25, (3.2)] also holds in
our context, to see that
dim VL(S)=cu(L)(S)=Krulldim Z(S)=Krulldim Z(S1)+Krulldim Z(S2)
=cu(K1)(S1)+cu(K2)(S2)=dim VK1(S1)+dim VK2(S2).
(One can actually show that VL(S)$VK1(S1)_VK2(S2).) Since K1 operates
trivially on S2 , we obtain, observing [24, (2.1)],
VK1(S)=VK1(S1 F S2)=VK1((dimF S2) S1)=VK1(S1).
Thanks to the BlockWilson classification theorem [5], the algebra K1 is
either classical or of Cartan type. In the latter case [20, (2.7)] shows that
dim VK1(S1)3, a contradiction. In particular, K1 is classical simple. The
arguments of [20, (2.5)] now yield K1 $sl (2) and dim VK1 (S1)=2. Conse-
quently, dim VK2(S2)=0, so that S2 is u(K2)-projective.
(3) For i # [1, 2] let Ci /u(Ki) be the block associated to the simple
module S i . Then C1 F C2 is an indecomposable module for the enveloping
algebra
u(L)F u(L)op$(u(sl (2))F u(sl (2))op)F (u(K2)F u(K2)op)
as well as a direct summand of u(L). Since S2 is simple and projective,
Wedderburn’s Theorem shows that C2 $Matn(F ) for some n1. Conse-
quently,
B$C1 F C2 $C1 F Matn(F )$Matn(C1).
In particular, B and C1 are Morita equivalent, and there is an isomorphism
1s (B)$1s (C1). By our example above, the latter quiver has the asserted
form and C1 is tame. K
Remark. If K1 is known to be classical, then the foregoing result is valid
for p>3.
Given a block B/u(L, /) and a number n # N0 , we will say that B has
complexity n (cB=n) if n is the minimum of the complexities of all simple
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B-modules. According to [15, (3.2)] the blocks of complexity 1 are
those of finite representation type. If B is tame, then a consecutive applica-
tion of Rickard’s Theorem [45, Thm. 2] and [15, (3.2)] shows that cB=2.
A component of the stable AuslanderReiten quiver is called regular if it
is not attached to a principal indecomposable module. Accordingly, a non-
regular component contains the radical of a principal indecomposable
module.
Theorem 4.2. Let p>7 and suppose that L=L1  } } } Ln is a direct
sum of restricted simple Lie algebras. Then the following statements hold:
(1) If 3 is nonregular, then 3$Z[A 12] or 3$Z[A]. The latter
type occurs if and only if L$% sl (2).
(2) If 3/1s(L) is a component of Euclidean tree class, then
3$Z[A 12], and L is classical with at least one summand isomorphic to
sl (2).
(3) If B/u(L) is a block of finite representation type, then L is classi-
cal and B is simple.
(4) If cB=2, then L is classical and there exists a block C/u(sl (2))
and n1 such that B$Matn(C). In particular, B is tame and 1s(B) is the
disjoint union of 2 components of type Z[A 12] and infinitely many infinite
1-tubes.
Proof. (1), (2). Let 3 be nonregular. According to [52, Thm. A] this is
automatically the case if 3 has Euclidean tree class. By definition, 3 is
attached to a principal indecomposable module P and the type of the
simple module S :=Top(P) is contained in 0&1(3 )$3. Since u(L) is
isomorphic to }ni=1u(Li), general theory (cf. [10, Section 10.E]) provides
for every i # [1, ..., n] a simple u(Li)-module Si such that
S$S1 F S2 F } } } F Sn .
The arguments of the proof of (4.1) show that
dim VL(S)= :
n
i=1
dim VLi (Si)= :
n
i=1
dim VLi (S).
Hence there exists i0 such that VLi0(S){[0].
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According to [20, (2.6)] the module S is not periodic. Thus [15, (5.7)]
implies that the tree class of 3 is either Euclidean, or A , or D , or A .
Suppose the tree class of 3 belongs to one of the first three types. In virtue
of [20, (2.1)] we then have
dim VL(S)=2.
As a result (4.1) applies if we define K1 :=Li0 and K2 :=j{i0 Lj . Thus,
Li0 $sl (2) and since 3 is not a 1-tube, it is isomorphic to Z[A 12]. It now
follows from the above formula that Si is u(Li)-projective whenever i{i0 .
In view of [28, (2.4)] this can only happen if Li is classical.
We conclude the proof of (1) by supposing all nonregular components to
have tree class A 12 . Then the component containing the trivial u(L)-
module has a two-dimensional support variety and
2=dim VL(F )= :
n
i=1
dim VLi (F ).
Thus, n=1 and L1 $sl (2) (cf. [20, (2.5), (2.7)]).
(3), (4). Let S be a simple B-module and write
S$S1 F S2 F } } } F Sn ,
where Si is a simple u(Li)-module 1in. Suppose B to have finite
representation type. Then dim VL(S)1, and the formula
dim VL(S)= :
n
i=1
dim VLi (Si)= :
n
i=1
dim VLi (S)
in conjunction with the foregoing observations readily yields the projec-
tivity of S. Consequently, B is simple. According to [28, (2.4)] the restricted
universal enveloping algebras of the Cartan type Lie algebras do not pos-
sess simple projective modules. Consequently, each Li is classical simple.
Finally, let S be a simple B-module of complexity 2. Thanks to the for-
mula above, there exists i0 such that VLi0(S){[0]. Consequently, (3) of
(4.1) yields the desired result. K
Remark. If L is classical, then the conclusions of (4.2) are valid for
p>3.
5. AR-COMPONENTS OF REDUCTIVE LIE ALGEBRAS
Throughout this section we shall study those components of the stable
AuslanderReiten quiver of the Lie algebra L associated to a connected
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reductive algebraic group G that are invariant relative to a natural action
of G. We assume that p>3.
Let (L, [ p]) be a restricted Lie algebra with group Autp(L) of
automorphisms (of the restricted Lie algebra). Given a homomorphism
? : G  Autp(L) of linear algebraic groups, and a linear form / # L* we
consider the stabilizer
G/ :=[g # G ; / b ?(g&1)=/]
as well as its connected component G%/ . For a u(L, /)-module M and
g # G/ , we write M (g) :=M (?(g)). There results an operation
G/_1s(L, /)  1s (L, /) ; (g, [M]) [ [M (g)]
of G/ on 1s(L, /). As noted in [32, (2.2)], we have
VL(M (g))=?(g)(VL(M )) \g # G/ . (1)
Let g # G/ . The equivalence M [ M (g) induces an automorphism
[M] [ [M (g)] of the quiver 1s(L, /). Accordingly, G/ operates on the set
Cs(L, /) of components of 1s(L, /), and for every component 3/1s(L, /)
and g # G/ we either have
3(g)=3
or
3(g) & 3=<.
Let G be a connected algebraic group with Lie algebra L, / # L* a linear
form. Considering the adjoint representation Ad : G  Autp(L), we call a
component 3/1s(L, /) invariant if 3 (g)=3 \g # G%/ . A u(L, /)-module M
is referred to as Ad-stable if M$ M (g) for every g # G%/ . If M is a rational
G-module, then the corresponding u(L)-module is Ad-stable. Moreover,
since G%/ is connected, every simple u(L, /)-module is Ad-stable. Evidently,
every component containing an Ad-stable vertex is invariant.
We will call the Lie algebra of a (connected) reductive algebraic group
reductive.
Proposition 5.1. Let L=Lie(G) be reductive, and suppose that M is an
Ad-stable u(L)-module such that dim VL(M )=2. Then the following
statements hold:
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(1) There exist normal subgroups K, H/G such that
(a) G=H } K,
(b) L=Lie(H )Lie(K ), and
(c) Lie(K )$sl (2).
(2) If M is indecomposable, then VL(M )=VLie(K )(M ) and M is a
projective u(Lie(H))-module.
Proof. (1). According to general theory (cf. [30, Section 27], [47,
(9.4)]) we have
G=G1 } } } Gr } Z(G ),
where Gi is a closed, connected, normal, almost simple subgroup of G and
Z(G ) denotes the center of G. Since M is Ad-stable, we see from (1) that
VL(M) and its projective variety Proj(VL(M )) are stable under the adjoint
representation. Owing to Borel’s Fixed Point Theorem there exists
[x0] # Proj(VL(M)) that is fixed by a given Borel subgroup B/G. Conse-
quently, the isotropy group P0 of [x0] is parabolic.
The assumption P0=G implies that Fx0 /L is invariant under the
adjoint representation. Hence Fx0 is a p-unipotent ideal of L. As L is reduc-
tive (cf. [29, (11.8)]), it follows that x0=0, a contradiction. Thus, in view
of dim Proj(VL(M))=1, we have dim P0=dim G&1. Using the arguments
of [6, Prop. 13.13] we see that the action of G on GP0 induces a surjective
homomorphism .: G  PGL2 of algebraic groups. It follows that there
exists exactly one index i0 # [1, ..., r] such that .(Gi0)=PGL2 . Without
loss of generality, we have i0=1. Thus, setting K :=G1 and H :=
G2 } } } Gr } Z(G ) we have dim K=3 and H/ker ./P0 . Since (Gi , Gj)=
[1] for i{ j, the p-ideals Lie(K )$sl (2) and Lie(H ) commute with each
other. Hence Lie(H )/CL(Lie(K )), the centralizer of Lie(K ) in L. Since
Lie(K) is complete (centerless with all derivations being inner), it readily
follows that L=Lie(K )CL(Lie(K)). Moreover, H & K is finite, so that
dimF L=dim G=dim H+dim K=dimF Lie(H)+dimF Lie(K ).
This shows that
L=Lie(K )Lie(H ).
(2) Let M be indecomposable. Owing to [24, (2.2)] the projective
variety Proj(VL(M)) is connected. Since dim VL(M )=2, we have
dim(G } [x])1 \[x] # Proj(VL(M )).
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If dim (G } [x])=0 for some x, then G } [x]=[x] and Fx{(0) is a
p-unipotent ideal of L, a contradiction. Hence all orbits have dimension 1,
so that each of them is closed and thus an irreducible component of
Proj(VL(M )). Since the orbits do not intersect and Proj(VL(M)) is con-
nected, it follows that Proj(VL(M )) is irreducible. In particular, we have
Proj(VL(M))=G } [x0]=K } H } [x0]=K } [x0].
Since H and K commute, this implies that H operates trivially on
Proj(VL(M )).
Let x be an element of VL(M )"[0]. By the observation above there
exists a character :x : H  F _ such that
Ad(h)(x)=:x(h) x \h # H.
Since Z(G ) operates trivially on L and Gi=(Gi , Gi) 2ir, it readily
follows that :x(h)=1 \h # H. Consequently,
[Lie(H), x]=(0).
Writing x= y+z, where y # Lie(K) and z # Lie(H ), we have z[ p]=0 as
well as
[L, z]=[Lie(H ), z]=[Lie(H ), x]=(0).
Hence z # C(L) defines a p-unipotent ideal Fz/L. Since L is reductive, we
conclude that z=0. Consequently, x= y # Lie(K ).
According to [24, (2.1)] we now obtain
VL(M)=VL(M ) & Lie(K )=VLie(K )(M ).
Thus, VLie(H)(M )=(0) and M is u(Lie(H ))-projective. K
Let 3/1s(L, /) be a component. It is easy to see (cf. [15, (5.2)]) that
VL(M)=VL(N ) \[M], [N] # 3,
so that we can speak of the support variety VL(3 ) of 3.
As noted before, tame blocks of u(L, /) have complexity 2. While the
converse does not hold in general, our next result shows its validity for
blocks of reductive Lie algebras.
Theorem 5.2. Let L be a reductive Lie algebra, B/u(L) a block. Then
the following statements hold:
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(1) If 3/1s(B) is a nonregular component, then 3$Z[A] or
3$Z[A 12]. In particular, 3$Z[A 12] is the only component of Euclidean
tree class.
(2) If B has finite representation type, then B is simple.
(3) If cB=2, then there exists a block C/u(sl (2)) and n1 such
that B$Matn(C). In particular, 1s (B) is the disjoint union of 2 components
of type Z[A 12] and infinitely many 1-tubes.
Proof. (1) Since 3 is not regular, the component 9 :=0(3 ) is
isomorphic to 3 and contains a simple, Ad-stable module S. If
dim VL(9 )3, then [20, (2.1)] yields 3$9$Z[A]. According to [20,
(3.1)] we have dim VL(9 ){1, so that it remains to consider the case
where dim VL(S)=dim VL(9 )=2. Thanks to (5.1) Lemma 4.1 applies and
the nonperiodic component 3 is isomorphic to Z[A 12].
(2) This follows directly from (1).
(3) The assertion follows from a consecutive application of (5.1) and
(4.1). K
Remark. Under the hypotheses of (4.2) or (5.2) a block B/u(L) is
tame if and only if 1s (B) contains a Euclidean component. Moreover, all
tame blocks have domestic representation type (cf. [14, (2.1)]).
Corollary 5.3. Let L be reductive. If the principal block B0 /u(L) has
complexity 2, then there exists a torus T/L such that L$sl (2)T.
Proof. According to (5.2) the block B0 is tame, so that Rickard’s
Theorem [45, Thm. 2] yields dim VL(F )=2. Hence (5.1) provides a
decomposition
L=K1 K2
of L by p-ideals such that K1 $sl (2) and VK2(F )=[0]. Consequently, K2
is a torus (cf. [48, (II.3.10)]). K
Remarks. (1) Corollary 5.3 should be compared with a result by
Voigt [51, Thm. 4], who showed that, for any restricted Lie algebra
(L, [ p]) with center C(L), tameness of u(L) implies LC(L)$sl (2).
(2) Suppose that G is solvable and let B/u(Lie(G )) be a block.
According to [16, (2.2)] B is isomorphic to the restricted enveloping
algebra of a suitably chosen factor algebra of Lie(G), which by virtue of
[51, Thm.4] is not tame.
(3) Let G be reductive. Recall that a block B/u(L) is said to be
biserial if the heart of each principal indecomposable B-module is a direct
sum of at most two uniserial modules. We note that, according to [9],
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biserial algebras are necessarily tame. Let P/B be a principal indecom-
posable B-module. Since all known tame blocks of reduced enveloping
algebras are biserial, it is perhaps of interest to observe the equivalence of
the following statements:
(a) H(P) is decomposable
(b) B is tame
(c) B is biserial.
Proof. (a) O (b). Suppose H(P) to be decomposable and let 3 be the
nonregular component containing [Rad(P)]. Then [Rad(P)] is not
located at an end of 3, and a consecutive application of [20, (4.1)] and
(5.2) shows that 3$Z[A 12]. Consequently, dim VL(Soc(P))=2 and (5.2)
shows that the block B is tame.
(b) O (c). According to [45, Thm. 2], (3) of (5.2), and Pollack’s
work [42] every tame block of u(L) is biserial.
(c) O (a). This follows by applying [9] and (5.2) successively. K
Corollary 5.4. Let L be as in (4.2) or (5.2). If 3/1s(L) is a com-
ponent, then 3$Z[A]({), Z[A], Z[A], Z[D], or Z[A 12].
Proof. If L is a direct sum of simple algebras, then L=[L, L] and u(L)
is symmetric. Alternatively, we have L=Lie(G ), where G is reductive.
From the presentation G=(G, G ) } Z(G ) we conclude that
det(Ad(g))=1 \g # G
and differentiation yields
tr(ad x)=0 \x # L.
Consequently, u(L) is symmetric in this case as well. Let T 3 be the tree
class of 3. Suppose that T 3 is a finite Dynkin diagram. According to [15,
(5.7)] it follows that 3$Z[Al]({) is finite, and [2, (VI.1.4)] shows that
u(L) possesses a nonsimple block of finite representation type. This,
however, contradicts (4.2) or (5.2). In view of [15, (5.7)] it remains to rule
out the case, where 3$Z[A n]. Owing to a result by Butler and Ringel [7
p. 155] such a component is not regular, so the desired conclusion again
follows from (4.2) or (5.2). K
In the remainder of this section we will be concerned with the determina-
tion of the invariant components of 1s(L). These arise in the following
fashion. Let M be a rational G-module for a connected, reductive group G.
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The corresponding u(L)-module is Ad-stable and decomposes into its
indecomposable constituents:
M=n1M1  } } } nrMr .
By the theorem of KrullRemakSchmidt an element g # G induces a
permutation _g # Sr via
M (g)i :=M_g(i ) 1ir.
There results a homomorphism _ : G  Sr of abstract groups. Conse-
quently, ker _ is a normal subgroup of finite index that contains the center
Z(G ). It now follows from [30, (29.5)] that _ is trivial. Consequently, each
Mi is contained in an invariant component of 1s (L).
Theorem 5.5. Let G be a connected, reductive algebraic group with Lie
algebra L. If 3/1s(L) is an invariant component, then 3$Z[A] or
3$Z[A 12].
Proof. Let 3/1s (L) be invariant. According to [17, (2.2)] every
vertex [M] # 3 is Ad-stable, and [20, (3.1)] implies that dim VL(3 )>1. In
view of (5.4) it therefore suffices to show that 3$% Z[A], Z[D].
We assume 3$Z[A], Z[D] and derive a contradiction. Owing to
[20, (2.1)] we have dim VL(3 )=2 and Proposition 5.1 provides a decom-
position
L=KH
of L into p-ideals such that K$sl (2) and VL(3 )=VK (3 )=VK (F ).
The component 3 belongs to a block B/u(L). According to general
theory there exist blocks BH /u(H) and BK /u(K ) with B$BK F BH .
By our discussion of u(sl (2)), the block BK possesses exactly two simple
modules S0 , S1 , whose projective covers will be denoted P0 , P1 , respec-
tively. Moreover, there are two nonperiodic components 90 , 91 /1s(BK),
both of which are isomorphic to Z[A 12]. We choose the indices so that
[Rad(Pi)] # 9i . Thus, [Si] # 91&i 0i1.
Given a subalgebra 4/u(L) and a u(L)-module M, we will denote by
M |4 the restriction of M to 4.
(a) Every vertex [M] # 3 is u(H )-projective, and BH is not simple.
Let [M] # 3 be a vertex. Then we have, observing [24 (2.1)],
VH(M )=VL(M ) & H=VL(3 ) & H=[0],
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so that M |u(H ) is projective. If BH is simple, then Wedderburn’s Theorem
provides n>0 such such B$Matn(BK). This implies that 3$Z[A 12], a
contradiction.
(b) Let [M] # 3. Then we have
M |u(K ) $ 
[N] # 90 _ 91
nN(M ) NPM ,
where PM is a projective BK-module.
We decompose
M |u(K )=n1N1  } } } nqNq PM ,
into a direct sum of u(K )-modules, where Ni is nonprojective indecom-
posable 1iq and PM is projective. Let eK and eH be the central idem-
potents defining BK and BH , respectively. Then eK eH is the central idem-
potent defining B. Since eK eH=(1eH)(eK 1), it follows that eK 1
operates invertibly on M. As a result, all constituents of M belong to BK .
According to (5.1) there exists a normal, connected, quasi-simple sub-
group G /G such that K=Lie(G ). Since M |u(K ) is Ad-stable relative to G
the arguments preceding (5.5) show that each Ni is Ad-stable relative to G .
In particular, each variety VK (Ni) is G -invariant and dim VK (Ni)=2. As a
result, [Ni] # 90 _ 91 1iq.
The arguments of (b) also show the validity of
(c) Let [M] # 3. Then every indecomposable constituent of M |u(H )
belongs to BH .
We let U(X, Y ) denote a uniserial BK-module with top X and socle Y.
From the structure of the Pi (cf. [42, Section 1]) we get
Ext1u(K )(Si , S1&i){(0) 0i1,
as well as
0u(K )(U(Si , S1&i))$U(S1&i , Si).
Thus, by [18, (3.1)] every uniserial module of length 2 is periodic, and we
have
dimF Ext1u(K )(U(Si , S1&i), Sj)=$(1&i ), j ; dimF Ext
1
u(K )(S i , U(Sj , S1& j))=$ij
0i, j1.
Consequently,
Ext1u(K )(U(S i , S1&i), X ){(0) \[X] # 9i , (2)
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and
Ext1u(K )(X, U(Si , S1&i)){(0) \[X] # 91&i . (3)
Let  : B  C be a properly irreducible homomorphism in 3. We set
A :=ker  or A :=coker  according as  is surjective or injective.
(d) The module A|u(H ) is projective and belongs to BH .
We assume that  is surjective. There results exact sequence
(0)  A|u(H )  B|u(H )  C|u(H )  (0),
which, according to (a), is split exact. In particular, A|u(H ) is, as a direct
summand of the projective BH -module B|u(H ) , projective.
(e) Suppose that  is surjective. There exists a principal indecom-
posable BH -module P and i # [0, 1] such that A/U(Si , S1&i)F P.
Let P be an arbitrary principal indecomposable u(H)-module. Given
[X] # 3, we have, setting Mi :=U(S1&i , S i)
Ext1u(L)(X, Mi F P)$H 1(u(K ), Homu(H )(X, Mi F P))
$H1(u(K ), Mi F Homu(H )(X, P))
$H1(u(K ), Mi F Homu(H )(P*, X*))
$Ext1u(K )(M i*, Homu(H)(P*, X*)).
Since Si $S i* 0i1, it follows that M i* $U(S i , S1&i) is uniserial with
top Si and socle S1&i . By the same token, if N is an indecomposable u(K )-
module belonging to BK , then N* has the same property. Moreover,
[N*] # 9i \[N] # 9i 0i1.
It now follows directly from (b) and (2) that there exists i # [0, 1] and a
principal indecomposable u(H)-module P such that
Ext1u(L)(X, Mi F P){(0).
Since Mi F P is periodic a consecutive application of [15, (2.5)] and
(1.1) shows that A/U(S1&i , Si)F P or A/U(S i , S1&i)F P. In
view of (d), this implies A|u(H) $lP, so that P belongs to BH .
We also record the dual statement:
(f) Suppose that  is injective. There exists a principal indecomposable
BH -module P and i # [0, 1] such that there a surjection U(Si , S1&i)
F P  A.
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According to (2.5) we can pick a properly irreducible map  : B  C
such that [B], [C] # 3 _ 0&1u(L)(3 ) and with the property that either ,
0&1u(L)() are surjective or , 0
&1
u(L)() are injective. Assume  to be surjec-
tive and let A :=ker .
(g) There exists a principal indecomposable BH -module P and i #
[0, 1] such that A$U(S i , S1&i)F P.
According to (e) there exists an embedding
A/U(Si , S1&i)F P.
By choice of , 0&1u(L)(A) is the kernel of the irreducible map 0
&1
u(L)(). Since
this map belongs to the component 0&1u(L)(3 )$Z[A

], Z[D] another
application of (e) provides an embedding
0&1u(L)(A)/U(S j , S1& j)F Q.
Hence there are embeddings
A/P1&i F P ; 0&1u(L)(A)/P1& j F Q.
Owing to (d) the first isomorphism yields A|u(H ) $lP and 0&1u(L)(A)|u(H ) $
kP, while the second implies 0&1u(L)(A)|u(H) $sQ. Hence P$Q, and we
conclude
l (A)2 l (P) ; l (0&1u(L)(A))2 l (P),
while
l (A)+l (0&1u(L)(A))=4 l (P).
Consequently, l (A)=2 l (P)=l (U(Si , S1&i)F P), and A$U(S i , S1&i)
F P.
We are now in a position to derive the desired contradiction. Since
0u(L)(A)$0u(K )(U(Si , S1&i))F P)$U(S1&i , Si)F P,
it follows that 0u(L)(A)$% A. On the other hand, the Ku nneth formula
yields
Ext2u(L)(A, A)$Ext
2
u(K )(U(S i , S1&i), U(S i , S1&i))F Homu(H)(P, P).
As BH is symmetric and not simple, we have dimF Homu(H)(P, P)2.
Consequently, dimF Ext2u(L)(A, A)2. This, however, contradicts (2.6)
and the proof is complete. K
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Remark. Let L=HK be given as in (5.5). Let 3/1s (L) be a non-
periodic component containing a (u(L): u(K ))-projective vertex [M].
By definition, there exists an indecomposable u(K)-module N such that
M is a direct summand of u(L)u(K ) N. If u(H ) has a decomposition
u(H )=ri=1 niPi into principal indecomposable modules, then we have
u(L)u(K) N$u(H )F N$
r
i=1
ni (Pi F N).
Thus, M$Pi F N for some i. Let BK /u(K ) be the block of N. Since M
is not periodic, N has full support and thus belongs to 90 _ 91 . This also
shows that M is Ad-stable. By applying the Heller operator we see that
there are only finitely many components containing a nonperiodic
indecomposable (u(L): u(K ))-projective module. According to (5.5) we
have 3$Z[A]. Moreover, by applying the techniques of [27] one can
show that every (u(L): u(K ))-projective vertex is quasisimple.
Suppose that P :=Pi is not simple. If 3 is not regular, then 0(3 )
contains a simple module SF T. Since
VL(SF T )=VH(S)_VK (T )=[0]_VK (N ),
it follows that S is a projective u(H )-module. Thus, the block BH of P is
simple and P$S is also simple, a contradiction.
Given d>0, we let Cs(L, d ) denote the set of those components of
1s (L) that contain a vertex of dimension d. We also put A(L, d ) :=
[3 # Cs(L, d ) ; 3$Z[A]].
Corollary 5.6. Let G be connected and reductive with Lie algebra L.
Suppose there is d>0 and a block B/u(L) such that Cs(L, d ) & 1s (B)
is finite. Then either Cs(L, d ) & 1s (B)/A(L, d ) or 3$Z[A 12] \3 #
Cs(L, d ) & 1s (B). In the latter case SL(2) or PSL(2) is a direct factor of G.
Proof. Thanks to [17, (2.2)] every component 3 # Cs(L, d ) & 1s (B)
is invariant, so that (5.5) yields 3$Z[A], Z[A 12]. If there exists
3 # Cs(L, d ) & 1s (B) of the latter type, then B is Morita equivalent to a
tame block of u(sl (2)), and all invariant components of 1s (B) have tree
class A 12 (cf. (5.2)). Moreover, (5.1) shows that SL(2) or PSL(2) is a direct
factor of G. K
Let N be the set of those components 3/1s (L), such that 3 or 0(3 )
is not regular. The second part of the foregoing remark establishes, for
nonsimple algebraic groups, the existence of invariant components not
belonging to N. In case G=SL(2) the example of Section 4 shows that
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every invariant component belongs to N. Our final result of this section
illustrates that this case is exceptional.
Proposition 5.7. Let G be an almost simple, connected, simply con-
nected algebraic group of rank 3. Then 1s (Lie(G)) possesses a regular
invariant component.
Proof. Let T/G be a maximal torus. Following the notation of [33]
we denote the simple G-module of dominant highest weight * by L(*).
Since G has rank r3 its Dynkin diagram 2=[:1 , ..., :r] contains a
subdiagram I :=[:i , : j] of type A2 . We let [|1 , ..., |r] denote the set of
fundamental weights and consider the Weyl module V(*) of highest weight
* :=( p&2) |i+|j . Since * is ‘‘restricted,’’ L(*) is a simple u(Lie(G ))-
module (cf. [33, (II.3.15)]). Direct computation shows that + :=*&:i&:j
is also restricted.
Let PI=LI } UI be the Levi decomposition of the standard parabolic
subgroup PI associated to I/2. Since G is simply connected, we have
L(1)I $SL(3). According to [33, (II.2.11)]
L(*)UI= 
& # ZI
L(*)*&&
is the simple LI -module with highest weight *. This module can be realized
as the p-th homogeneous part of F[X, Y, Z](X p, Y p, Z p), whence
dimF L(*)*&&1 \& # ZI.
On the other hand, Freudenthal’s formula shows that
dimF V(*)+=2 ; dimF V(*)*&:k=1 k # [i, j ].
Consequently, RadG(V(*)) contains a primitive vector of weight +, and
L(+) is a top composition factor of RadG(V(*)). According to [33,
(II.2.14)] we thus have
Ext1G (L(*), L(+))$HomG(RadG(V(*), L(+)){(0).
It now follows from [1, (5.2)] that the canonical restriction map
Ext1G (L(*), L(+))  Ext
1
u(Lie(G ))(L(*), L(+))
is injective. As a result, there exists an indecomposable, Ad-stable
u(Lie(G ))-module M of length 2. Let 3 be the component of 1s (Lie(G ))
containing [M]. Then 3 is invariant and since G has rank 3, [20, (3.2)]
shows that 3$Z[A].
We may now apply (3.2) to obtain the desired result. K
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Remark. In view of the results of [37, 53] the conclusion of (5.7)
obtains also for groups of types C2 and G2 (and hence for all groups of
rank 2) provided p13. Under this hypothesis the tables of [53, p. 54]
and [37, p. 1913] provide restricted weights *, + such that Ext1G (L(*),
L(+)) has dimension 1.
6. SEMISIMPLE LINEAR FORMS
In this section we employ a basic result due to Friedlander and Parshall
[26, (3.2)] in order to extend the results of the previous section to semi-
simple linear forms.
Let L=Lie(G ) be the Lie algebra of a reductive algebraic group G
whose derived group (G, G ) is simply connected. We will also assume that
p=char(F ) is good for L. For a Borel subalgebra B/L and a maximal
torus T/B, we consider the corresponding triangular decomposition
L=L&L0 L+,
where L0=T and L+ is the p-unipotent radical of B. Recall that a linear
form / # L* is referred to as semisimple if there exists an element g # G such
that (g } /)(L& L+)=(0). According to [35, (3.2)] the set of semisimple
linear forms lies dense in L*.
Let / # L* be semisimple. Owing to ([35, (3.1)], [43, (3.1)]) the stabi-
lizer G/ /G is a reductive subgroup with Lie algebra
Lie(G/)=L/ :=[x # L* ; x } /=0]
and [26, (3.2)] shows that the algebras u(L, /) and u(L/) are Morita
equivalent (see also [34, (7.4)]). More precisely, there exists a parabolic
subalgebra L/ /P/L such that the induction functor X [ u(L, /)
u(P, /|P) X is an equivalence between the module categories of u(L/ , /| L/)
and u(L, /). In addition, the former algebra is isomorphic to u(L/).
Theorem 6.1. Let L be the Lie algebra of a reductive, connected
algebraic group G such that (G, G ) is simply connected and p>3 is good for
L. For a semisimple linear form / # L* let B/u(L, /) be a block and
3/1s (L, /) a component.
(1) If 3 is invariant, then 3$Z[A] or 3$Z[A 12].
(2) 3$Z[A]({), Z[A], Z[A], Z[D] or Z[A 12].
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(3) If B is representation-finite, then B is simple.
(4) If B has complexity 2, then B is Morita equivalent to a tame block
of u(sl (2)).
Proof. Statements (2), (3), and (4) readily follow from (5.2), (5.4) and
the above observations. With regard to (1) it suffices to note that the above
equivalence of categories induces an isomorphism 1s (L, /)$1s (L/) that is
G/ -equivariant. Hence Theorem 5.5 yields the desired conclusion. K
Remark. For arbitrary linear forms our methods break down. If / # L*
is regular nilpotent, then a result by Springer (cf. [31, (1.14)]) shows that
the connected component of G/ is abelian and unipotent. In that case [18,
(4.7)] provides tame blocks of u(L, /) that are isomorphic to full matrix
algebras of the Kronecker algebra F[X, Y](X2, Y2). Moreover, using
[38] one can construct representation-finite, non-simple blocks for Lie
algebras of arbitrarily large semisimple rank. By contrast, if all blocks of
u(L, /) are representation-finite, then [44, (5.3)] shows that the semisimple
rank of L is bounded.
7. BLOCKS OF HIGHER FROBENIUS KERNELS
In this final section we provide a partial generalization of (5.2) to higher
Frobenius kernels. As before we let G be a connected, reductive group,
defined over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p>3. The rth
Frobenius kernel of G will be denoted Gr . Following [33] we let Ga, r be
the rth Frobenius kernel of the additive group Ga . We will also write H(Gr)
for the group algebra of the infinitesimal F-group Gr . General theory (cf.
[50, p. 40ff]) tells us that H(G1)$u(Lie(G )).
Theorem 7.1. Let G be a connected reductive group, B/H(Gr) a block.
(1) If B is representation-finite, then B is simple.
(2) If B is tame, then B is Morita equivalent to a tame block
C/u(sl (2)).
Proof. Let S be a simple B-module. We denote by VGr (S) the
F-rational points of its support variety, whose definition can be found in
[49, Section 6]. We note that VGr (S) is a subvariety of VGr (F ) and that G
operates on the latter by composition with inner automorphisms. Thanks
to [11, (I. Section 3 (6.8))] and [49, (6.8)] we have
cH(Gr)(S)=dim VGr (S).
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Moreover, direct computation shows that
VGr (S
(g))= g(VGr (S)) \g # G.
Since S is simple and G is connected, we have S$S (g) \g # G, so that
VGr (S) is invariant under conjugation.
We first show that dim VGr (S){1. Otherwise, each irreducible compo-
nent of the conical variety VGr (S) (cf. [49, (6.1)]) is a G-stable line, and
Gr contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to Ga, s for some s # [1, ..., r].
Consequently, Lie(G ) contains a line Fx with x[ p]=0 that is invariant
under the adjoint representation. In view of [29, (11.8)] this contradicts
the fact that G is reductive.
(1) If B has finite representation type, then VGr (S) has dimension
1. By our remark above we therefore have dim VGr (S)=0. Consequently,
S is projective and B is simple.
(2) By Rickard’s Theorem [45, Thm. 2] and our observation above
there exists a simple B-module S such that dim VGr (S)=2. Since VGr (S) is
conical, Borel’s Fixed Point Theorem provides a point [x0] # Proj(VGr (S))
whose stabilizer is a parabolic subgroup P/G. Thus, dim GP1, and if
G=P then the above reasoning yields a contradiction. Alternatively, the
arguments of (5.1(1)) show that there exist closed normal subgroups
H, K/G such that
(a) G=H } K, and Lie(G )=Lie(H )Lie(K )
(b) K$SL(2) or K$PSL(2), and H/P.
Since SL(2)r $PSL(2)r for every r1, we obtain an isomorphism
Gr $SL(2)r_Hr .
Consequently, there are blocks B1 /H(SL(2)r) and B2 /H(Hr) such that
B$B1 k B2 . By the same token, S$S1 k S2 , where Si is a simple
Bi -module. From [49, (7.2)] we obtain
VGr (S)=VSL(2)r (S1)_VHr (S2).
If dim VSL(2)r (S1)=0, then VGr (S)=VHr (S2) and G stabilizes the point
[x0], a contradiction. Thus, dim VSL(2)r (S1) =2, and dim VHr (S2)=0.
Consequently, S2 is projective and B2 is a matrix ring over k. There results
an isomorphism B$Matn(B1). In particular, B1 is a tame block of
H(SL(2)r).
Thanks to [41, Satz 6] every tame block of H(SL(2)r) is Morita equiv-
alent to a tame block of H(SL(2)1)$u(sl (2)). Hence B also has this
property. K
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Remark. The arguments of (7.1) also show that every block B/H(Gr)
of complexity 2 is Morita equivalent to a block C/H(SL(2)r) enjoying the
same property. In contrast to the case r=1, such a block need not be tame
if r2: Consider the SL(2)r -module L(*), associated to the weight
*= pr& p. It readily follows from [49, (7.8)] that VSL(2)r (L(*))$Vsl (2)(F )
has dimension 2. However, [41, Satz 6] shows that the block associated to
L(*) is wild.
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